Fire Protection Engineering Online (MS & Certificate)
Course Schedule

FALL TERM
FP 521. Fire Dynamics I
FP 553. Fire Protection Systems
FP 570. Building Fire Safety I
FP 573. Industrial Fire Protection
FP 580. Sp Prob: People In Fires
FP 580. Sp Prob: Intro To Combustion

SPRING TERM
FP 555. Detection, Alarm & Smoke Control
FP 571. Performance-Based Design
FP 520. Fire Modeling
FP 554. Advanced Fire Suppression
FP 575. Explosion Protection
FP 580. Sp: Complex Decision Making

SUMMER TERM
FP 580. Sp Prob: Business Practice
FP 572. Failure Analysis
-OR- FP 580. Sp Prob: Forensic Techniques

ADDITIONAL FPE ELECTIVES
FP 572. Failure Analysis
FP 580. Sp Prob: Fire Risk Assessment
FP 580. Sp Prob: Business Practice
FP 580. Sp Prob: Forensic Techniques

Contact your operations manager with any questions about enrolling in a course.